Exact solutions for sound radiation from a moving monopole above an impedance plane.
The acoustic field of a monopole source moving with constant velocity at constant height above an infinite locally reacting plane can be expressed in analytical form by combining the Lorentz transformation with the method of superimposing complex or real point sources. For a plane with masslike response, the solution in Lorentz space consists of a superposition of monopoles only and therefore, does not differ in principle from the solution for the corresponding stationary boundary value problem. However, by considering a frequency independent surface impedance, e.g., with pure absorbing behavior, the half-space Green's function is now comprised of not only a line of monopoles but also of dipoles. For certain field points at a special line g, this solution can be written explicitly by using an exponential integral. For arbitrary field points, the method of stationary phase leads to an asymptotic solution for the reflection coefficient which agrees with prior results from the literature.